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Abstract. Performance management in collaborative networks requires
approaches suitable to deal with a larger domain than in traditional
organisations, including new processes, new stakeholders and a less clear
border between internal and external. The proposed approach addresses
objectives and strategies setting, performance measurement and evaluation,
monitoring, learning and improvement. It relies on the identification of key
stakeholders and on their key success factors which provide the external
perspective driving the performance evaluation and improvement. The work
starts from the consideration of different natures and life times of Business
Communities and Virtual Organisations, analyses the stakeholders’ relations
and emphasises the clear identification of value creation for stakeholders as an
essential component to align organisations.
Keywords: Performance management, collaborative
organisations, framework for performance management.
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1 Introduction
As new forms of organisation emerge and develop to cope with the new challenges,
companies lack the support to fully understand them, their implications and their
benefits and to make the path towards them. That path is mostly a continuous process
of adjustment concerning trust, sharing, collaboration, agility and competency.
Through collaborative networks (CN), participating organisations aim at delivering
higher value and higher performance to their stakeholders and at sustaining
competitive advantage, by sharing knowledge and resources. Performance
management, essential to the success of collaborative networks, requires approaches
suitable to the type and objectives of this type of networks. The change of previous
organisational models, e.g. companies with sharp boundaries, formal relationships
with other companies and a focus on internal efficiency and effectiveness, to networks
has a profound impact upon performance management practices [1]. Though the
single organisation performance management concepts and recommendations have
been applied to networks and are to great extent valid, the new challenges require
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dealing with a larger domain, including new processes, new stakeholders and a less
clear concept of internal and external to virtual and real organisations. Other specific
issues of networks to deal with are the duration of their life and their virtual nature.
The concepts of virtual organization (VO) and virtual organization breading
environment (VBE) [2] were used by the Net-Challenge project [3]. A Business
Community (BC), according to the Net-Challenge project, is similar to a VBE, mainly
composed of SME in the same industry, usually in a geographic proximity, that may
be open or closed, depending on the restrictions to membership.
Performance management is very important also in CN to assure the delivery of
value to its stakeholders and to strive to beat the competition. Moreover, performance
management should contribute to trust development in CN, which is a fundamental
enabler of collaboration, by delivering objective information on performance of CN
and of their members. In this context, several contributions can be found for
performance measurement considering it a way to demonstrate the benefits of
participating in CN and to promote the acceptance of these organisational forms [4]
and aiming at achieving equity among partners [5].
In the CN, performance management calls for suitable approaches and processes to
identify critical factors and indicators, to formulate actions to take advantage of
opportunities or overcome weaknesses and improve the system’s performance as it
defined by the stakeholders [6]. Performance management covers objectives,
strategies, performance measurement and evaluation, monitoring, learning and
improvement [7]. The following activities are part of a performance management
process:
1. Definition of objectives and strategy formulation;
2. Definition of what to measure and targets setting;
3. Setup of a measurement system;
4. Measurement and analysis of performance;
5. Decision and carrying out of actions in order to achieve the targets.
Activity 1 of the previous list is concerned with what the organisation wants to be
good at and what strategy it chooses to get there. The activities 2 to 4, which are part
of the performance measurement process, receive inputs from the first one and deliver
outputs to the last one. In the current context, performance measurement is about
collecting data about the past so that a projection into the future can be done and
improvement actions can be decided.
Performance management is tightly integrated with process design. Processes are
designed and tuned for specific objectives, related to the organisation’s strategy. A
challenge is the alignment of processes and organisations and the development of
suitable performance indicators that provide objective and explicit representation of
performance and benefits within a collaborative network. Approaches like the Supply
Chain Operations Reference (SCOR) model developed by Supply Chain Council that
proposes performance indicators for supply chains are not oriented towards
collaborative processes throughout the supply network [8], cannot cope with the
dynamics of CN and cannot measure performance on soft factors related to the
collaboration [9].
In the following sections of this paper the Net-Challenge approach to performance
management based on stakeholders’ key success factors is presented. This approach is
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part of the framework for performance management developed in the Net-Challenge
project.

2 CN’s Stakeholders and their Key Success Factors
Performance cannot be objectively defined and it can only have a clear definition
within each specific context [10]. In fact, the definition of performance lacks knowing
to whom is performance delivered [7]. The base principle in this approach is that
performance is determined by the stakeholders.
A key stakeholder is an entity with an interest in the organisation's activity or in its
outcomes, which has the power to influence them considerably. Knowing who the key
stakeholders are and what they are expecting from the organisation is the starting
point to fulfil their expectations. The key stakeholders of the BC are BC Member,
VO, Customer and Society. The VO’s key stakeholders are Broker, Partner,
Customer, BC and Society. Fig. 2 represents the stakeholders and their relations.
VO
broker

Customer

BC
member

VO

BC

Society

VO
partner

Fig. 1. BC’s and VO’s stakeholders.

It is considered that the broker is the organisation holding the business opportunity
and that it represents the customer at the same time it is a partner in the VO. However,
taken into consideration the importance of having the VO oriented to the creation of
value and to the customer, and with the purpose to emphasise its KSF and to keep the
specific role of the broker clear, the customer is considered a VO’s stakeholder.
The Business Community is a VO’s stakeholder since it only fulfils its potential
and its mission through the VO. The VO is a BC’s stakeholder by definition, since the
BC must provide the conditions for the formation and success of VO. The society is a
key stakeholder of both BC and VO but with different perspectives related with their
different time horizons and purposes.
Stakeholders are the ones who ultimately evaluate the performance of an
organisation. So, it is fundamental to know what are the attributes they value most (in
the product, service, job or whatever kind of deliverable) and that they expect the
organisation and its competitors can provide them i.e., the success factors. The key
success factors (KSF) are the most important success factors for the key stakeholders,
the ones the organisation will concentrate on. The difficulty about determining the
KSF lies in identifying the few things that will drive the organisation’s strategy and
its success [11].
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The distinction of success factors (stakeholder centred) from factors internal to the
organisation (organisation or process centred), which are the factors that drive or
affect the success factors and that will be called performance factors, is important.
The key success factors have to be known by asking the stakeholders. The way an
organisation satisfies the KSF will determine its competitive advantage and for that
reason they are in the base of a strategy formulation.
There is no consensus concerning this terminology. The concept of KSF is used
with this name [8] and is also named key strategic factor [12]. A related concept in the
SCOR model is the value proposition statement which identifies the KSF for types of
customer in segmented markets [13]. Many authors do not distinguish the external
and internal perspectives, using the names critical success factor [14] and key
performance factor [11], among others.
The benefit concept is central in the approach to performance measurement of
ECOLEAD project [4], since it is the driver of the collaborative network (CN)
behaviour. The goal in a CN is the maximization of a benefit which is an attribute of
its specific value system.
Since the KSF are related with competitiveness, it should be noted that competition
and the possibility to choose alternatives exist both in BC and in VO and the choice
will be determined by the performance on the KSF. As an example, an organisation
may decide to participate or not in a BC and may be or not allowed to participate.

3

Performance Management in Collaborative Networks

The proposed approach to performance management aims at guaranteeing the
alignment and achievement of strategic and operational business objectives in the
Virtual Organisation and in its supporting Business Community environments. It
relies on establishing a strategy based on key success factors (KSF) and on identifying
and cascading them internally in alignment with the strategy. Fig. 2 depicts the NetChallenge performance management framework.
The main components of the Net-Challenge framework for performance
management are:
• a stakeholder’s perspective of value which defines what performance is (external
environment);
• the interlinked factors in the CN which can be acted upon in order to change
performance (internal environment);
• the reference performance management processes aiming at making the strategy
succeed;
• the information system;
• the process’ resources;
• the communication processes (internal and with stakeholders).
Performance can be acted upon in the two environments, which means in two time
horizons. In the VO, depending on its lifetime and in the BC, where members develop
their capabilities, sharing knowledge whenever possible and try to know each other.
In the BC, a management process can improve the instruments related to membership
and those made available to VO to support their formation and operation, such as the
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standard processes, templates and specific ICT tools. Also a BC management process
for strategy revision ponders the actual performance and the environment changes and
adjusts strategy if necessary.
Two reference processes for performance management in the BC and in the VO are
part of the Net-Challenge framework, which interface with the reference collaboration
processes as briefly explained. In order to expedite the processes, particularly in VO,
some resources are provided – scenario templates which characterise typical business
scenarios and propose sets of KSF and lists of success factors, the corresponding KPI
and the definitions.

Fig. 2. Components and interactions in the Net-Challenge framework for performance
management.

The information system collects data from VO partners and BC members for KPI,
conveys evaluation of performance and feeds a central repository of information (BC
member and VO profiles). Aggregated and disaggregated data allows analysing
performance of VO, VO partners and of the whole BC. This system supports search
of partners based on claimed capabilities, qualified processes and actual performance.
Internal and external communication of performance is essential to mobilise
organisations to improvement, to convey the BC strategy and to reward the members.
In order to speed up and guide organisations in the analysis process and in the
identification of KSF and also to clarify the concepts of the performance management
framework, the framework contains examples of KSF to BC’s and VO’s stakeholders
which are presented in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively. To find the KSF the key
question is “what are most important requirements that the stakeholder wants from the
organisation (and from other competing organisations) that will determine his
evaluation or ultimately that will make him decide for one organisation?”. Since it is
important that a clear and common understanding of the meaning of each KSF exists,
a KSF glossary is a required process resource.
The BC’s KSF to the VO consider both the formation of the VO and its operation.
During the formation, the VO does not exist formally but the KSF demanded are
specific and distinct from those asked by a member to the BC.
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The KSF listed are potential KSF and only some of them will apply in each
scenario. It should also be noted that the BC also wants some of the VO’s KSF to
customer, meaning that those KSF are related with its mission statement and main
goals (such as supporting the supply of complex, high added value products for
demanding customers). By analysing the performance of all VO formed, the BC can
determine its own success.
Table 1. List of some examples of BC's KSF to its stakeholders
Stakeholder
BC member
Virtual
Organisation
Customer
Society

KSF
• Business opportunities
• Knowledge
• Preparedness of members
• Information about members
• Capacity
• Suppliers development
• Social responsibility

•
•
•
•

Reputation in the market
Economies of scale and scope
Supporting instruments
Complementary capabilities

• Suppliers selection effort
• Ethical behaviour

Table 2. List of some examples of VO's KSF to its stakeholders
Stakeholder
Partner (not
broker)

KSF
• Sales
• Margin

Broker

• Cost and risk sharing
• Responsiveness
• Expertise

• KSF for Partner (not
Broker)

Customer

• Price
• Quality of the
product
• Innovative solutions /
differentiation
• VO Sales
• Margin
• Turnkey solutions

• Location of partners
• Technical support
• Delivery time
reliability
• Delivery time
• Delivery time
• Quality of products
• Technical features

• Ethical behaviour

• Tax compliance

BC

Society

• Payment terms
• Capacity utilisation

• Knowledge
• Reputation in the BC
and in the market
• KSF for Customer
(when the Broker
represents the
Customer)
• Technical features
• Confidentiality
• Turnkey solutions
• Customer service
• Product mix
• Knowledge
• BC rules compliance
• Reputation in the
market
• Environmental
compliance

The identification of the most important factors that affect the key success factors –
the key performance factors (KPF) – enables to act on the processes and measure
them in alignment with the strategy. The process of identification and definition of
KSF and KPF contribute to create a common language in the Business Community.
Key performance indicators (KPI) allow monitoring the performance of the
organisations on the selected key factors (success and performance factors). However
a performance factor may require more than one performance indicator to be fully
measured. KPI are the (few) selected ones to measure the overall performance of a
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system or organisation. Some KPI are proposed with the main objective to speed up
the analysis during formation of BC and VO.
Although quantitative indicators were preferred, for some factors only qualitative
indicators could be found. Some are measured periodically others are measured once,
which is the case of qualitative measures obtained at the VO’s dissolution phase in a
review of performance.

4

Validation

The Net-Challenge framework for performance management will be tested in a pilot
application led by one industrial partner, in the textile and garment sector. In this
sector, supply chains are hierarchical; many companies are very small and have a very
informal approach to performance management. It will be mostly focused the
validation of the process resources (KSF, KPF, KPI and business scenarios) and of the
sub-processes to negotiate them and setup the performance management processes.
Interviews with key people in the participating organisations will enable an initial
validation and adjustment and to determine the needs and requirements for training
and assistance. Information will be acquired through inquiries about the initial
conditions and the effectiveness of process execution. It will also be examined the
contribution of the performance management processes to the alignment of strategies
and to customer orientation. Both the validation and the specific requirements will
enrich the framework.

5

Conclusions

The identification of CN’s key stakeholders, of their relations and roles and the
identification of their key success factors enables a comprehensive approach to
performance management, from strategy setting to improvement decisions and
monitoring. The paper focus the identification and definition of key success factors,
i.e., of value creation for stakeholders as an essential component for the analysis and
control of performance factors and thus to support the collaboration processes in CN.
As argued in this paper, performance measurement and particularly the selection of
KPI require the existence of the sound base provided by the analysis of KSF or
otherwise may be arbitrary and generate confusion, resources waste and lack of
confidence on CN potential. The practical approach and the KSF presented can guide
CN to develop their performance management systems in a logic way, contribute to
fill the gaps found in this area and may stimulate organisations to get involved in CN.
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